Telefónica UK Limited has entered into an agreement with Vodafone Limited pursuant to which the two companies plan to jointly operate and manage a single network grid across the UK. These arrangements are overseen by Cornerstone Telecommunications Infrastructure Ltd (CTIL) which is a joint venture company owned by Telefónica UK Limited and Vodafone Limited.

This agreement allows both organisations to pool their basic network infrastructure, while running two, independent, nationwide networks; maximise opportunities to consolidate the number of base stations and significantly reduce the environmental impact of network development.

For any enquiries please contact: Brian Truman, Head of Planning and Community Engagement, CTIL Brian.Truman@ctil.co.uk

CTIL Site Ref. | District_UA | National_Park | Country | Easting | Northing | Site Name | Site Address | Postcode | Status
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
114648 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 585111 | 187918 | SOUTHEND-ON-SEA - 2G CCFST CEDDS AND THE SAINTS OF ESSEX | SS0 0DX | Site Built
106991 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 597508 | 185802 | Southend T.E | SS0 7BT | Site Built
114849 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 586950 | 185345 | SOUTHEND ON SEA-VT384-3 COURTWAY HOUSE | SS0 7EW | Site Built
109047 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 586013 | 186326 | WESTCLIFFE ON SEA | COUSINS HOLDINGS LTD | SS9 9HQ | Site Built
112864 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 585750 | 186270 | Cornerstone 2359_Voda 7775 | Land adj to Chalkwell Centre | SS0 9SU | Site Built
118943 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 597402 | 186736 | FAIRFAX DRIVE - SOUTHENDLAND ADJOING FAIRFAX DRIVE | SS0 9RX | Site Built
115533 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 587873 | 185084 | Street Works Western Esplanade/Western esplanande | SS1 1DN | Site Built
145922 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 588230 | 185610 | DIXONS | 119 HIGH STREET | SS1 1HZ | Site Built
116331 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 588689 | 185281 | Leigh Rd Queenstown | Land adjoining Queenstown | SS1 2HB | Site Built
115684 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 588650 | 185300 | PETER PANS ADVENTURE IS/STREETLIGHT SWAP OUT | SS1 2HU | Site Built
108218 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 590900 | 185300 | Cornerstone 10904_Vodafone | Thorpe Hall Golf Club | SS1 3AT | Site Built
114949 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 592500 | 185600 | BT Exchange (Site ID 167964) Station Road | SS1 3Y | Site Built
109449 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 591533 | 185732 | SOUTHCHURCH | BRITISH RAIL | SS1 3PA | Site Built
117017 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 589378 | 185237 | SOUTHEND CENTRAL - 3G FALSE TELEGRAPH POLE - SOUTHCHURCH ROADS | SS1 2PH | Site Built
111474 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 589868 | 186237 | Land Adjacent to Eastern Avenu Southend on Sea | SS2 4PP | Site Built
110532 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 590498 | 186091 | SOUTHCHURCH PARK | SOUTHEND HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS ACADEMY | SS2 4UZ | Site Built
115609 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 589000 | 186200 | Cornerstone 1096_VF 76967 | Hockley Enterprises | SS2 5EZ | Site Built
107289 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 588200 | 185900 | SOUTHEND ON SEA | CHARTWELL HOUSE | SS2 5FF | Site Built
112901 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 596120 | 187500 | PRINCE COURT | PRINCE AVENUE | SS2 8RU | Site Built
117020 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 589698 | 186772 | SOUTHEND ON SEA, SOUTHSTREET LAMP SWAP | SS2 4QQ | Site Built
117019 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 587253 | 186692 | SOUTHEND-ON-SEA - 2G CCFVICTORIA AVENUE STREETLAMP SWAP OUT | SS2 6EL | Site Built
109244 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 593707 | 185295 | Unilruc | Unilruc, Fleet House | SS3 9AW | Site Built
106364 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 593937 | 185575 | SHOEburyNESS | BRITISH RAIL | SS3 9AQ | Site Built
118949 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 592639 | 184225 | SHOEbury COMMON - SOUTLAND ADJOINING SHOEbury COMMON ROAD | SS3 9HQ | Site Built
108419 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 583975 | 185920 | LEIGH ON SEA | ST.CLEMENTS COURT (EAST) | SS9 2DA | Site Built
115268 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 582850 | 186610 | London Road SW | Leigh On Sea | SS9 2SL | Site Built
118942 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 594752 | 187300 | BLENHEIM PARK - SOUTHERN ADJOINING BLENHEIM CHASE | SS9 3HQ | Site Built
114067 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 584997 | 187561 | SF on Benheim Chase | SF on Benheim Chase | SS9 3HQ | Site Built
113047 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 583098 | 188647 | Cornerstone 10901_Vodafone 3Progress Road Flexicell II | SS9 5JA | Site Built
107407 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 583462 | 188714 | EASTWOOD | 30 PROGRESS RD | SS9 5LE | Site Built
107196 | Southend-on-Sea | England | 583761 | 188430 | Eastwood Telephone Exchange|Bellhouse Rd | SS9 5PH | Site Built
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